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New TACO Marine® Electric Anchor & Stern Light
& SuproFlex Rub Rail Entered For
2019 IBEX Product Innovation Awards

MIAMI, FLORIDA (USA) – TACO Marine® entered two of its new products in the competition for
IBEX 2019 Product Innovation Awards – the Grand Slam 950 Electric Anchor & Stern Light and
SuproFlex Rub Rail. Both products will be featured in the TACO IBEX booth, 3-1431, October 1-3.
The winning products will be announced at the industry breakfast prior to the opening of IBEX
on Tuesday, October 1 at the Tampa Convention Center.
The GS-950 Electric Anchor & Stern Light (shown left, above) is ideal for powered vessels 39’ (12
meters) and under and is certified for the USCG-required 2 nautical miles. This mount also easily
installs to the surface of a hardtop and fits all top thicknesses. The light runs on 12 volts and
consists of four 3-watt LED Cree chips driven by two Mean Well drivers. Click here
(https://youtu.be/9PLeUfkubdM) to watch a video with Captain Mark Henderson as he explains
how the GS-950 works.

Manufactured in four profiles, SuproFlex Rub Rail (shown right, above) has higher impact
resistance, requires minimal heating, is super flexible, easier to install, requires less manpower
and reduces materials cost.
Designed for boats up to 65’, SuproFlex is co-extruded vinyl that provides two levels of hardness
to ensure enhanced protection from impact. It requires no pre-forming and easily molds to most
hull shapes. This new rub rail is available in a variety of sizes and colors, and pairs with TACO’s
patented Flex Chrome Insert, which can also be customized to any color preference. Click here
(https://youtu.be/w8XgfWLQb00) to watch a video with Captain Mark Henderson as he
introduces SuproFlex.
For more information, stop by booth 3-1431 at IBEX, visit TACOMarine.com or call
1+305.652.8566.
TACO Marine®, a division of TACO Metals®, Inc., designs, manufactures and distributes a wide
range of products, including Rub Rail, Hardware & Accessories, Canvas & Tower Fabrication,
Seating, Sport Fishing equipment and custom/specialty products.
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